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A comprehensive menu of Hightide Seafood Restaurant And Oyster Bar from Fort Walton Beach covering all 18
meals and drinks can be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the
contact details provided on the website. What User likes about Hightide Seafood Restaurant And Oyster Bar:

I had the seafood friends #2 with the soft shell crab. It was very delicious. My only problem was the oyster
casino. That's not the low season, but... it was so salty. Not just a little salty. I mean, as if the tip of the salt shaker

came, salty. Others then. I found no complaint at the main course. read more. What User doesn't like about
Hightide Seafood Restaurant And Oyster Bar:

First time. The staff was excellent and attentive. We had drinks, grilled grouper sandwich, grilled bacon wrapped
shrimp, cup of gumbo, and salads. The grouper was excellent although not sure why a giant piece of lettuce was
included. Gumbo was also excellent. Salads were mainly lettuce, not impressed. The real dissappointment was

the grilled bacon wrapped shrimp overpowering salty bacon flavor not recommended. The r... read more. At
Hightide Seafood Restaurant And Oyster Bar from Fort Walton Beach, there are fine sandwiches, small salads

and other snacks for quick hunger in between, as well as hot and cold drinks, In addition, the drinks menu that is
offered in this established eatery is impressive. It offers a diverse variety of beers from the region and the whole
world. There are also delicious American menus, for example, burgers and grilled meat, You can take a break at

the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN FINGERS

Starter�
SEAFOOD PLATTER

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
TUNA STEAK

FISH

OYSTERS

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

SOFT SHELL CRAB

ONION

DUCK

BACON

SHRIMP

LETTUCE

CHICKEN
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